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Fritjof boxing star tips

Read on for Star Boxing tips and tricks to take down opponents and win matches like a professional boxer. If you're new to the boxing star, these tips will help you safely. A few days ago, we published a beginner's guide (see here) that helps you understand the gameplay, such as skills, gears, and more. In today's post we will share some tips and tricks of the boxing star for beginners to maintain the season ranking or the easiest way
to take down the mighty enemy. Let's start Boxing Star tips and tricks: – Long press The defense button to restore HP and Create a Shield⇓ There is a defense icon at the bottom left of the screen. Press and hold that icon to block enemy attacks. If you have low HP (health), this will also increase the character's HP. So, make sure you keep that icon in battle. You can learn more about the controls here. Use the Glove ability on the
Boxing Star⇓ At the top of the screen (in battle), you can see the HP bar. Just below it, there is a hyper bar and its indicator increases when you take hits from enemies. Press and hold the defense icon to take less damage. When your character is hit by the enemy, the hyperarch indicator increases. When it is full, you will be able to use the glove skill. In the upper left corner, there would be an icon-touch to use the skill. If there is no
icon, then it means that your glove has no skill. Go to the menu -&gt; Gears -&gt; Manage and there you can see the list of gloves you have. Tap a glove to check your skill, stats, and more. Hire Khari and Renew Its Contract⇓ Khari is another character appearing in the game Boxing Star. Its main task is to train and, in return, you get skill points. Go to menu -&gt; Skill -&gt; Training -&gt; Start Training. After a certain number of
sessions, you will have to renew your contract by getting enough win stars (game league mode). Once you have enough, you can hire it again in exchange for coins. Equip and improve the skills in the boxing star⇓ We have already shared a detailed guide on skills and how you can improve the skill in the last post (check here). And it's one of the important steps. There are three types of skill you can activate in battle; Jab, Hook and
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Uppercut. The Jab ability is activated when you perform Jab's moves. Similarly, to activate the Hook &amp; Uppercut ability, you'll need to perform these two moves in battle. Improving the ability increases the chances of activation and effect. Equip the same color and posture skills to increase attack and special abilities. Raise the boxing star's gears⇓ As you advance to leagues Superior, you'll face powerful enemies and it will be
difficult to take them down due to poor quality gears. Improve gears and reach the maximum level. Once you reach the maximum level, you can grade it and level up will increase your team's stats by a huge number. Read the gear guide here. Analyze the full force of the gears and equip only the best. Check out daily deals Parts⇓ To grade the gears, you need parts. These parts can be purchased from packages (game league mode
to get league packs) and daily treatment. Go to the menu -&gt; Store -&gt; Rotation and there you can check the list of items for sale. Spend coins and get these items. Be sure to check out this section every day and take the cheap deals. Earn Victory Points and Open Victory Pack⇓ You Earn Victory Points by defeating other players around the world. Once you have enough points, go to the main screen -&gt; on the right side, there
would be a win pack option. Tap and open the Victory Pack to get gears, parts, coins, and more. Use duplicate gears as material and upgrade high quality gears. Share &amp; Connect to Facebook⇓ When you get a massive win, the game will give you the chance to win gold (one of the precious items in the boxing star game) by sharing it on Facebook. Don't miss this opportunity and claim the reward. Connect the game to the FB
account for gold. To collect the reward, go to the -&gt; menu at the bottom right, tap the inbox/main icon. Also, watch – Best Action Games for Android Double Reward Watching a short video ad⇓ Sometimes, after a win, you get this option; watch the video ad double the reward. Sometimes, when you're in poor health or reduced, you can increase your character HP by watching a video ad. So don't miss these opportunities to fill the
treasure. Earn S-Coins and Spend S-Coins⇓ S-Coins are used to increase daily rental income, reduce package delivery time and get more bonuses. Go to menu -&gt; Personal management -&gt; buy items and activate benefits. You can earn S-Coins by playing in battle promoters (you will see the promoters option on the home screen when you are eligible). Or complete the achievements. Open the exchange box⇓ The exchange
box includes gears: gloves, protective objects and coins. Join an active clan and donate low quality gears. Fill the heart meter to grab the box. Well, there's a very rare chance you'll get an epic, weird or omega-free team. If you've pre-registered the game, check your inbox and you'll find a rare team there. Don't forget to check out the guide here. Focus on story mode at the beginning⇓ In the boxing star game, after the tutorial, you
have two options; story mode and league mode. It would be better to focus on story mode at first because completing the story mode chapters rewards you gears and is one of the best ways to increase stats and character level. Read Enemy Moves⇓ In boxing star game, you can easily defeat an enemy that has more HP than yours. How? Analyze your movements and dodge at the right time. There are two dodge buttons in the
corner of the screen (bottom-left and right). When you see that the enemy is going to attack, tap the dodge button at the right time and, if successfully dodged, take a top-cut shot. To dodge at the right time, you'll need to read the movements of enemies. Also, see – Boxing Star Coupon Codes Boxing Star So here are some Boxing Star tips and tricks for beginners. You can also check out the Boxing Star guide and tricks by searching
our blog using the search widget below with the right keywords. Love playing mobile games? Subscribe to our YouTube – Gaming Soul channel for new mobile game videos. For more updates, game news, game guides, new game releases, and alerts – just like us on Facebook – Soul game, Follow us on Twitter – Gaming Soul. Check Out – Best mobile games. Do you have any suggestions? Send here Facebook Twitter WhatsApp
Reddit Boxing Star TrailerGo for the K.O.! Make your opponent see stars! Hey Kid, do you think you have what it takes to get to the top and become the next big boxing star? Enter the world of boxing and decorate everything! Get up from humble street fights until you become the World Champion! Arm yourself with... 2018-03-27T09:24:38.000ZBoxing is a simple but immensely entertaining sport. Two pugilists get on a ring, square
each other, and try to knock each other out with well-placed blows. Each round of boxing features a skillful footwork, carefully dodge, mind games and feats of courage and skill. Boxing Star brings all those elements to mobile with one of the best fighters to decorate the small screen. You'll have to rise through the ranks as an amateur boxer and try to become an undeniable legend. Our guide to tips and tricks will take you to
championship status in no time! Here are the top five tips, tricks and tricks you need to know for Boxing Star:Download Star Boxing APK here.1. Change your attacks to keep 'Em Guessing, Don't forget to block and watch your resistance Four Thirty-Three • Brajeta to the star pits you against the jobbers of clandestine fighting clubs, emerging pugilists and championship boxers. While your journey to the top of the boxing ladder starts
simple enough, things soon get tough for you as your boxer faces more formidable opponents. If you are looking to succeed regularly, you will need to adopt a strategy that involves not being too predictable. • Change your Jabs, Hooks and Uppercuts delivery. Sometimes it's better to dance around your enemy, get acquainted with their tactics and let them swing first so you can incapacitate them with Counter Punches. Once your
opponent is stunned, lie down to them with multiple uppercuts. And finally, activate your Hyper Skill while your opponent is in the middle of attacking.• Along with a good offense, you also need to adopt a strong defense. When a match starts to get a little difficult, it starts to block. This tactic not only defends incoming hits, but also it also helps your boxer regain some of his health. By the way, do you see that heart rate monitor under
your health meter? That part of your boxer's user interface (user interface) represents its resiliency. Keep an eye on it and make sure it doesn't fall too low: once it reaches zero, your boxer will throw punches at an extremely slow pace. 2. Do some training, earn skill points, and develop a varied skill set Thirty-three • After participating in some training, your boxer will acquire the skill points needed to acquire different types of skills. The
type of skills you can buy and upgrade are Jabs, Hooks, Uppercuts, Specials, and Stances. Once you purchase all the skill slots, you can choose to fill them with a varied skill set. For example, a varied set of moves means equipping Stunner Hunter Stance Rookie, Rib Crusher, Thorn Fist, and Rampant Rage. Or you can attach a matched color posture and special attack/skill to your boxer – this helps increase the stats of those
abilities.• You've probably already noticed this, but each skill is linked to a different color alignment. Green Skills are linked to the Counter Master attribute, Purple Skills are linked to the Stun Hunter attribute, Blue Skills are linked to the Resistance Burner attribute, and Orange Skills are linked to the Lucky Striker attribute. • Counter Master's abilities give your boxer powerful counter hits, stun hunter skills help you deal more damage to
dizzy opponents, Resistance Burner abilities increase your attack power when your boxer's stamina is high, and Lucky Puncher's abilities randomly increase your attack power. Green posture skills are strong against Orange, orange posture skills are strong against purple, purple posture skills are strong against blue posture skills, and blue posture skills are strong against Green.3. Jump into the League! Four Thirty-Three • In addition
to Story Mode battles, you'll be thrown into the ring during League matches. Winning these matches helps you acquire Star Points, which is intended to renew your training contract with Khari when you finish all your available training sessions. As you reach higher ranks within the current League you compete in, you'll receive a certain type of league rewards box. Fight hard and beat the online competition so you can increase your
rank and collect as many reward boxes as possible!4. Stay on top of your Trailer_2Go from the K.O. sponsorship team collection! Make your opponent see the stars!2018-09-05T03:18:48,000Z• Your victories will lead you to possess reward boxes, which are filled with equipable items that help increase your boxer's stats. When you go up to the Gear part of the main menu, click Manage so you can equip your boxer with new pieces of
equipment. • When it's time to upgrade your favorite equipment, be sure to sacrifice the same type of equipment for it. You'll get a synergy bonus that leads you to your upgraded item receiving a bigger in statistics. And when you reach the maximum level of an item and have the opportunity to raise its rarity level, make it happen as soon as possible! The rarest types of equipment are extremely powerful, especially when you constantly
update them.• Another part of the Gear menu you should pay attention to is the Sponsorship part. When you pick up a piece of equipment tied to a collection (Sting Bee, WideStep, SharkJaw and MegaPunch are those collections), collections), to fill your Team Collection List. • Collect all items within a set and you'll be given away with a special bonus item! Note: You do not need to keep the actual item within your inventory so that it
remains registered within a collections list. The first time you get a team, it will be recorded forever within a list of collections. So don't be afraid to sacrifice a piece of equipment for your upgrade purposes.5. GET SOCIAL! Four Thirty-three • Becoming a social butterfly in Boxing Star helps you get a lot of gold. You'll be able to share screenshots of your best wins and also connect your account to Facebook to earn extra gold. And be
sure to add lots of friends and win Promoter Matches so you can earn extra S-Coins. • S-Coins helps you buy new swank types from the Management tab – Swank comes in the form of a Cradle, Wheels, and an Entourage. Cots help you purchase extra coins, the wheels reduce the waiting time needed to open delivery packages and have an entourage give you a bonus per day. See also
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